Frosh Booters Edge Harvard, 1-0; Vellavicentio Scores Single Goal

An inspired varsity soccer squad put all their skill and efforts into giving Tech a double-busted victory last Wednesday over the Harvard soccer team, by edging the Crimsonmen out, 1-0. Harvard's booters controlled the play during the greater part of the first period. Tech skies looked cloudy as the frosh were unable to push the play onto Harvard's half of the field. Sharing the sin in the second quarter, the passing turned the table on Harvard. Norm Duff brought the ball down the field toward the Harvard goal, then passed to Dai Rhee, the center forward. Rhee booted the ball through the Harvard's goalie to score the only goal of the fracas.

In the second quarter, the Harvard goalie, Len, kept all attempts on goal by the frosh. The Harvard goalie conceded Hub's territory, but were unable to "click" and score against the frosh goalie to score the only goal of the game.

In the third period, the Harvard goalie conceded Hub's territory, but were unable to "click" and score against the frosh goalie to score the only goal of the game.

In the third quarter, the Harvard goalie conceded Hub's territory, but were unable to "click" and score against the frosh goalie to score the only goal of the game.